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A change in tree size means 1 cm distance is added or removed in the width of the saddle’s tree, evenly 
across the left and right side of the wither. This change in size adjusts the tree from medium to wide or 
from medium to narrow width.  
 
Even after my many years of fitting saddles to withers, it is impossible for me to see an overall change of 1 
cm in wither width without measuring the horse. So, the only way a rider or horse owner can know for sure 
if their horse needs a wider or narrower tree width is by taking a proper measurement and also by knowing 
what the tree width (in centimeters) of the saddle is to begin with. 
 
Over time, several factors can change a horse’s saddle width requirements. Many of the factors relate to 
weight and muscle tone or work load.  
 
During time off whether due to injury or just for a seasonal break, horses can tend to gain or lose a bit of 
weight, which can in turn affect their body type and where tissue is carried. After a busy show season when 
a horse is given a break, sometimes the horse doesn’t lose weight necessarily, but it does lose topline 
conditioning, which can affect the tree width requirements.  
 
Sometimes when a horse has gained some weight during a break and returns to work, the horse can be 
placed on a diet of reduced calories to shed the pounds. This combined with an increased work load can 
cause a horse to lose weight too quickly resulting in a loss of a tree width or more. When this happens, the 
saddle often isn’t supported in time to accommodate the slower process of building topline muscle bulk to 
rebuild the wither width compared to the overall rapid weight loss. 
 
When a saddle’s tree width is no longer correct, if a horse has lost weight or conditioning, the pommel and 
twist (or waist) of the saddle sink down around the length of the withers and the panels sit deeper into the 
soft topline muscles. The spine pushes up into the space between the panels. Now the back and wither 
muscles are in a saddle vice, with extra pressure being exerted by the weight of the rider. Often the front to 
back fit of the saddle changes and the saddle rocks down close to or on the withers and the rider doesn't 
feel balanced. 
 
The width of the English style saddle is determined by the distance between the tree points, which sit 
behind the shoulder blades on the muscle of the withers. Temporarily rebuilding the horse with the correct 
thickness of pad and width of wither shims will stop the saddle from crushing down and frequent 
measurements will determine when the shims should be taken out as the horse gains weight but more 
slowly builds topline muscle. 
	  

	  


